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FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON MIMICRY AMONG 
PLANTS. 

BY R. MARLOTH, M.A., PE.D. 

(Read May 31, 1905.) 

I t  will be remembered that a short time ago I read some notes 
before this Society referring to the rarely observed phenomenon 
of mimicry among plants, I took special care to point out that 
I looked upon many so-called cases of mimicry as mere speculation, 
but that on the other hand some instances which had come under 
my notice in the course of years appeared to be true mimicry. The 
word as used by me means that these plants are so well adapted 
to their surroundings that they escape the notice of herbivorous 
animals, especially of those feeding at night time. The most 
remarkable plant of this kind mentioned was M e s c r n ~ y a n t h e i ~ ~ z i ~ i ~  
Boliisii Hook. 

Travelling recently in the karroo I discovered another very 
striking example of such protective adaptation, which is specially 
interesting as the plant in question is not a near relative of those 
mentioned beforehand, but a species of Cmssula. 

I t s  specific name is Crassirla colwanaris, which indicates very 
well the shape of the plant as one sees it in cultivation, but is quite 
misleading with regard to the plant in its natural habitat, for there 
the plant is spherical. I n  shape and colour it is so similar to the 
brown pebbles among which it grows that one has much difiiculty 
in detecting it. As an illustration of this I may be allowed to 
mention the following experience. 

I had brought a dozen of these plants with some soil and pebbles 
with me to town, and having planted them in a box not larger than 
my hand, I sometimes asked visitors to my karroo plantations to  
count the specimens of koesnaartjes (that is their native name) 
in the little box. So far not one of my visitors has given me the 
total number at  the first attempt. 
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I t  may be asked, as on the previous occasion, what is the use 
Has it any enemies which of this apparent hiding of the plant? 

Photo] [R. Marloth. 
ORASSULA DELTOIDEA L. f .  Nat. size. (Five plants.) 

Photo] [R. Marloth. 
CRASSULA COLUMNARIS L. Net. size. (Eight plants.) 

threaten it ? The answer to this question is as positive in this case 
as in the former one, for it is greedily devoured by goats and sheep 
whenever found, forming a nice juicy lump the size of a plum. 
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That it is a tasty titbit to them is also evident from the fact that 
the Hottentots like to eat it  themselves. 

It is consequentlyobvious that those specimens which are best 
hidden on the bare veld, owing to their colour and shape, have the 
best chance of escaping destruction, while others which are more 
conspicuous on the ground will be more readily detected and 
eaten. 

Quite a similar case is Crassula deltoidea, which forms small grey 
and white bodies on the granite hills of Little Namaqualand, and 
looks so similar to the fragments of granite among which it is at  
home that detection is as difficult in this case as in the other one. 

As  long as there was only the one instance known referred to by 
Burchell and Wallace, one might have tried to explain it away as a 
mere coincidence, but with ten such remarkable examples--and 
I have no doubt that more will be found when proper attention is 
paid to the matter-the theory of coincidences is hardly admissible. 

I n  my paper on ‘‘ Mimicry among Plants,” a species of MeseinDr~ai~thea~z~s,l 
was mentioned with white leaves (Trans. S. A. Phil. SOL, vol. xv., p. 101, line 4). 
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